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1. 	 Usage 50% 


(Complete the sentence with the best choice) 


1. When you study, you _ new information into long-term memory. 

~\ A. 	 infer B. refer C. prefer D. transfer 

2. Many students, though _, are not good at taking tests or at memorization. 

A. intelligent B. efficient C. imaginable D. academic 

3. The virtual company owns no factories, warehouses or any other _ assets. 

A. measurable B. tangible C. considerable D. applicable 

4. They are relying on an informal way to _ company firewalls and stay connected. 

A. establish B. intervene C. subvert D. consolidate 

5. Lady Gaga played the _ ofher song "Born This Way" at the Grarnmy Awards. 

A. precedent B. premiere C. presumption D. procedure 

6. The new principal's goal was to the testing system at the school and malce it better. 

A. reform B. inform C. perform D. deform 

7. Developing a successful_ is a vital part of the planning process for all business 

organizations. 

A. invention B. vision C. strategy D. campaign 

8. Osama bin Laden is the of the 911 terrorist attack on American soil in 2001. 

A. proponent B. antagonist C. protagonist D. mastermind 

9. If big layoffs result in China, corporations and the government will face a _. 

A. turnover B. backlash C. merger D. manipulation 

10. Behavior that was once acceptable can overnight come to be seen as _" 

A. incredible B. oppressive C. outrageous D. neurotic 

11. While you prepare for your trip, make sure your paperwork is all _" 

.A. in order B. in a mess C. in vain D. out of date 

12. It is interesting for a novelist to _ the names of his characters while writing. 

A. catch up with B. run out of C. get used to D. come up with 

13. Bookstores nationwide have already _ 	 special display sections for the works of the Nobel 

WInner. 

A. make up B. mess up C. set up D. end up 

14. The extraordinary success of the album is _ the digital downloads of a 99-cent deal offered 

by Amazon. 

A. 	attributed to B. devoted to C. engaged in D. served as 
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15. An evacuation order was issued for people living _ the nuclear power plant that had 


experienced a breakdown in its cooling system. 


A. 	in front of B. in the vicinity of C. instead of D. in terms of 

16. We are looking forward to _ Vietnamese food for dinner tonight. 

A. 	eat B. be eating C. have eaten D. eating 

17. I can only speak a few words of Japanese while traveling, _ smiling is the best way of 


. comnlunicating. 


A. 	so B. and C. but D. because 

18. I was so overwhelmed by the street scenes in Hong Kong _tears rushed to lny eyes. 

A. 	as B. for C. that D. when 

19. My first two novels-which I never tried to get _-were for adults. 

A. 	publishing B. published C. publication D. printing 

20. Globalization should also keep service price in check, _ when manufacturing went offshore. 

A. just as it was .. B. so as it had C. as much as it did D. just as it did 

21. Although the problerns were uncovered, it _ so much earlier, says the President. 

A. should do B. could have done C. should have done D. might be doing 

22. My brother Bob never did become a doctor, and _. 

A. 	so did I B. neither did I C. nor did I D. so I didn't either 

23. One analyst spoke on condition that he _ 	 because he is not allowed to talk to the news 


media. 


A. 	not be named B. has no name C. is not named D. will not name 

24. The fewer words we use while writing anovel, _ it is to have something clearly happen to a 

character. 

A. 	the less B. the more C. the longer D. the harder 

25. Last year, LED sales grew faster than _< any other lighting technology, according to retailers 

and analysts. 

A. 	that of B. those of C. most of D. much of 

II. 	 Cloze Test 20% 

It is 7:30 on a Monday morning, and Huang Tien-yin, a public relations manager, is struggling 

to fmish a 90-minute workout. Sweat streams as he 26 another 30 crunches at his gym, his 

goal of 200 nearly reached. "There is __2_7_I can hit the shower without finishing my abdomen 

workout," Huang said between gulps of strawberry protein drink. "If I want to look totally buff in 

my Ermenegildo Zegna suits, I simply must peel another two inches 28 my waistline." 
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Huang, 30, may sound like a famous cast member from a TV reality show. In fact, he readily 

admits that he is a 29 , a term coined in the mid-1990s that describes an urban male who 

spends a lot of time and money on appearance and lifestyle. Huang has no qualms saying that his 

goal in life is to look his very best by keeping trim and sporting the latest fashions and 30 

accessories. He admits that taking care ofhimself is a priority. 

26. A. squeezes out B. takes off C. puts on D. runs into 
27. A. no hurry B. one way C. good way D. noway 
28. A. off B. away C.from D. with 
29. A. metro sexual B. heterosexual C. bisexual D. homosexual 
30. A. intimidating B. breathtaldng C. eye-catching D. time-consuming 

There are a few possible reasons for ethnocentrism. People are born 31 a particular 

culture and grow up learning the values and behaviors of the culture. 32, they will develop 

the belief that their culture' is "normal." If people experience other cultures that have ~ 

values and behaviors, they will find that the thought patters and meanings of their birth culture are 

not appropriate for t.~e new cultures. It can be difficult for them to see the behaviors of people from 

a different culture from the viewpoint of that culture 34 from their own. The reason for this 

behavior is that people 35 their birth culture. Thus, they put their birth culture at the center 

of what they think is normal, hence the term, ethnocentric. 

31. A. of B. into C. from D. for 
32. A. Physically B. Eventually C. Technically D. Naturally 
33. A. same B. close C. different D. incredible 
34. A. far away B. rather than C. better than D. in opposition 
35. A. are likely to B. are inclined to C. are owed to D. are accustomed to 

III. English Writing 30% 

Write a well-organized, long paragraph to state a) why you want to work on a master! 

doctoral program, b) how you plan to complete it, and c) what the degree may help you in 

your future career. 


